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By Jeremy Pelzer
C I T Y  R E P O R T E R
A main power cable shorted
out Sunday night, plunging the
southern half of campus in dark-
ness, filling residence halls with
smoke and forcing disoriented
students out into below-freezing
temperatures.
The cable, about six to eight
inches in diameter, shorted out in
a tunnel under Thomas Dining
Center around 7:30 p.m., said Bob
Black, of Building Services. 
The smoke from the cable
short was sucked through under-
ground service
tunnels into
Thomas and
Lawson halls,
causing the
evacuation of
those build-
ings. The short
also cut off
power to
L a w s o n ,
Thomas, and
Klehm halls,
the Student Recreation Center
and the Tarble Arts Center. 
Around 9:45 p.m., Andrews,
Taylor, Lincoln, Stevenson and
Douglas halls, as well as the
Biological Sciences building,
also lost power when electricians
shut down the main power cable
as a safety precaution, Black
said.
All students had been allowed
back into their residence halls by
10:30 p.m., although power had
not yet been restored in Klehm
Hall and parts of Thomas Hall.
Al Green, university electri-
cian, said he had “no idea” when
power in Thomas Hall would be
fully restored.
“We still haven’t found the
problem,” Green said.
An emergency generator is
able to provide minimal amounts
of power for several hours to the
residence halls during extended
power outages, said Carol Strode,
director of facilities planning and
management.
Black said the short was
caused after a brief power out-
age around 7 p.m. that evening.
When the power came back on,
there was a power surge, causing
the cable to short, he said.
Black described the outage as
a freak accident, and said it will
take some time to determine the
cause of the initial power outage.
“It had nothing to do with stu-
dents,” he said.       
Black said he has never seen a
power outage this bad before at
Eastern. 
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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
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Bowing out
Panther women’s soccer
team loses a heartbreaker 
in first round of NCAA
tournament Friday.
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Fire, power outage wreak havoc
S T E P H A N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Fire engines pull up outside Thomas Hall in response to a fire alarm that
went off in the building Sunday in the early evening.
Main power
line breaks,
south end of
campus black
Senate may suspend
bylaw to OK request
for playoff tickets
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
The Apportionment Board
approved a request from
University Board Thursday to
allocate $15,000 for student foot-
ball playoff tickets, but now the
Student Senate will have to
amend its bylaws so the money
can be used in time.
The $15,000 is part of a
request from the athletics
department to cover ticket
prices for Eastern to possibly
host three rounds of the football
NCAA tournament beginning the
end of November.
According to senate bylaws,
now that the allocation passed, it
will be approved by administra-
tion, tabled by Student Senate
and possibly passed the follow-
ing week.
Because of the bylaws and
Thanksgiving break, the alloca-
tion will not be completely
approved by the first NCAA
round Nov. 30, said Speaker of
the Senate Bill Davidson.
“We’ll have to discuss it with
the senate, but it should be noted
if we don’t amend the bylaws we
won’t be getting (the tickets),”
Davidson said. 
The $15,000 is conditional
since Eastern has to win the bid
to host each round and will not
know until Nov. 24, said UB chair
Caleb Judy.
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Pretrial begins in Abebe trial
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
Pretrial motions made by both
sides of a case in which Eastern’s
former provost is suing for sexu-
al harassment and racial discrim-
ination were ruled on by a federal
judge Friday in Urbana.
Teshome Abebe, former vice
president for academic affairs,
filed suit against the Board of
Trustees and former President
Carol Surles on Nov. 14, 2000
after he was fired from his
administrative position, and
returned to being an economics
professor. 
In the lawsuit, Abebe alleged
Surles made sexual advances
toward him, to which he did not
respond.
Surles resigned as president to
seek treatment for breast cancer
in July of 2001.
U.S. District Judge Michael
McCuskey ruled on motions to
include evidence to be presented
by Milton Otto, Abebe’s lawyer,
and Eastern’s attorney, Elaine
Massock, when the case goes to a
jury trial Dec. 2.
Abebe’s lawyer submitted a
motion that argued an unsigned
letter received by the BOT in
March of 2000 was not relevant as
evidence. The motion denied
Abebe wrote or ever saw the let-
ter, yet the defense’s counter-
claim notes witnesses will testify
Abebe wrote the letter.
McCuskey ruled the letter to be
relevant to the defense’s, specifi-
cally Surles’, counterclaims.
McCuskey also ruled on a
motion to bar a statement Abebe
allegedly made to a student about
Surles’s being diagnosed with
breast cancer. Abebe allegedly
told a student it would be good if
Surles died because then he could
win the lawsuit.
“The court agrees the state-
ment is relevant in relation to
Abebe’s malice towards Surles,”
McCuskey said.
A motion for the court to bar
evidence of a discrimination
charge Abebe made at a previous
university was not as simple to
rule on.
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Motions made by both
former provost and
Surles’ attorneys
“The court agrees the
statement is relevant
in relation to Abebe’s
malice towards
Surles.”
—  Judge Michael McCuskey
Hundreds
thrust into
cold, darkness
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
South Quad students packed
Taylor Dining Center last night, try-
ing to find ways to entertain them-
selves as the hours ticked by with
no electricity and no end in sight.
Kelly Miller, assistant director of
housing, gathered the students to
the dining center at about 8 p.m.
when electricity went off in
Andrews and Taylor halls. The halls
were acting as a haven for students
displaced by evacuations in
Thomas and Lawson, and further
outages increased the sense of
emergency. 
Miller wanted to keep them
warm and in a central location
where it was easy to keep them
updated, but admitted university
officials were unsure when power
would be restored. 
She suggested that students visit
friends off campus to keep them
occupied, but many students were
finding their own unique ways to
pass the time.
Andy Lawson, a sophomore busi-
ness major, tried to rally his friends
to Wal-Mart to watch the New
England Patriots play the Oakland
Raiders on the television. However,
he was more concerned about get-
ting class work finished. 
“It’s disappointing,” he said.
“This is usually homework time.”
Elizabeth Allen, a freshman edu-
cation major, sat in Taylor Dining
with wet hair, covered with only a
windbreaker and a pair of jeans.
She was in the shower when she
heard the alarm and grabbed what
she could before being evacuated
with a towel still wrapped around
her head.
“Maybe on the floor,” Allen said
when asked where she was going to
sleep if they did not let her back in
her room soon. “Maybe in Andrews
lobby because it’s a little more com-
fortable there.”
S E E  D A R K N E S S  Page 6
“We still
haven’t
found the 
problem.”
— Al Green
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Yasnaya Gilbert (left), a junior family and consumer science major and Emily Watterson a junior family and con-
sumer science major, both residents of Lawson Hall, wait in the Taylor Hall Dining Center while the staff of both
Lawson and Taylor halls decide whether it is safe for students to return to their rooms Sunday night.
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Comedian Kevin Bozeman entertains the crowd Friday night at the 7th Street Underground.
Comedian pokes fun at Charleston
By Eram Cowlas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
This weekend offered no
vacation from comedians joking
about the lack of activities in
Charleston.
Kevin Bozeman, a 26-year-old
comic who recently graduated
college, started his routine
Friday night at 7th Street
Underground by noting his sur-
prise over how many people
came out to see him. 
Bozeman joked there wasn’t
anything else to do on a Friday
night in Charleston for the
crowd of around 150 people.
Bozeman’s routine relied on
numerous stabs at the college
experience, such as video games
and the ever popular “ramen
noodles.”
He commented on his own col-
lege experience.
“I got one thing out of college
– bad credit,” he said.
The audience roared with
laughter at Bozeman’s sex-and
drug-oriented jokes.
“I thought he was raunchy, but
hilarious,” Ifraj Watts, a junior
sociology major, said. 
However, some of the audi-
ence members thought his jokes
crossed the line. At one point in
the routine, a female audience
member stood up and verbally
attacked the comic, criticizing
his sense of humor and his style
of clothing.
Bozeman, not missing a beat,
responded with an off-color
remark and the crowd was
responded in an uproar. He later
apologized and said he wanted to
be friends with everyone.
The audience also enjoyed
Bozeman’s jokes about
Charleston life.
When a member of the
University Board, which spon-
sored the event, brought
Bozeman a glass of water, the
audience laughed, to which he
responded, “How bad can the
water be in Charleston?”
He found out when he took a
sip. After sampling the water
Bozeman made a face and said,
“It is that bad.”
Eastern students know if one
lives in central Illinois, corn is
unavoidable and Bozeman noted
the amount of corn he saw in
traveling to Eastern.
“I love corn. Corn is inde-
structible,” he said. “Corn is like
the Freddy Kruger of vegeta-
bles.”
Bozeman also found humor in
his childhood, making fun of the
experiences of growing up in a
large family. He was the
youngest of 10 children.
Bozeman’s laid-back attitude
and stage presence lended to a
fun-filled evening of comedy
students seemed to enjoy.
“He was very talented and
funny,” said Whitney Tarbutton,
a freshman undecided major.
Bozeman is currently on tour,
but has been featured on HBO,
Comedy Central and has opened
for Aretha Franklin.
Criminal damage to state-supported property 
On Wednesday it was reported that a cabinet in Coleman Auditorium was damaged. The incident is under
investigation. 
P O L I C E  B L O T T E R
 Caught audience with
raunchy humor
Language focus
of tech seminar
By Katie Murphy
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The final installment of technol-
ogy lectures will be Monday in two
segments about the impact of
technology on the English world
and cardiovascular health. 
“Technology and Us,”  a School
of Technology Centennial
Symposium, has held four previ-
ous seminars throughout the
semester and will have its final
gathering at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King  Jr. University Union. 
Bonnie Irwin, English profes-
sor, will speak first at “I  Can
Speak English.” 
Irwin said she will speak about
the impact of technology in other
aspects of life. She will also dis-
cuss subjects that include the time
literature began being written to
the changes the computer age has
had  on literature.
Tom Woodall, professor emeri-
tus of physical education, will then
speak in a segment called “Run,
Run, Run!” 
Woodall’s segment will  discuss
the technological advances con-
cerning cardiovascular health and
the impact technology has had on
it. 
These seminars were collaborat-
ed by Wafeek Wahby, associate pro-
fessor in the School of Technology,
for the School of Technology’s cen-
tennial celebration. 
State of education
topic of public forum
By Tim Martin
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
The main problem in public
schools is the lack of funding, the
34th-annual Gallup poll recently
discovered.
Rick Kolowaski, a former presi-
dent of Phi Delta Kappa, will dis-
cuss the Gallup Poll at a presenta-
tion titled “Public Opinion of
Public Schools/Gallup Poll.”
April Flood, an instructor in
early childhood elementary/mid-
dle level education, said Phi Delta
Kappa is a professional organiza-
tion for superintendents, adminis-
trators, teachers, graduate stu-
dents and undergraduates who are
student teaching.
The Gallup Poll, which selected
subjects randomly and divided
them into four regions of the
United States, polled the public’s
perception of the Kindergarten
through 12th grades. 
Flood, a member of Phi Delta
Kappa, said Kolowaski will not
focus on one or two aspects of the
poll, but all of it. 
The presentation will take place
at 7:15 p.m. Monday in Roberson
Auditorium of Lumpkin Hall.  
She also said after the presenta-
tion is finished, the audience will
have the opportunity to ask ques-
tions.
“Each year Phi Delta Kappa co-
sponsors this Gallup Poll,” Flood
said. “It polls the public attitude of
public schools. The poll comes out
around the same time as report
cards do and we want to see what
the public says (about public
schooling). It pretty much says
how we are doing our jobs.”
A press release on the Phi Delta
Kappa Web site stated there was a
12 percent increase in public sup-
port for the use of public money to
go toward private schooling.
Public support for the use of
vouchers was at 46 percent this
year, as compared to 34 percent
last year. 
Flood said she hopes the audi-
ence becomes informed from the
discussion.
“We want the audience to learn
more about the issues regarding
public schools,” she said. “They’ll
find out ‘How do parents grade us?
How do they think we are doing on
school improvement? How much
public support do we have?’”
The target audience, Flood said,
is local Kindergarten through
12th-grade teachers and adminis-
trators, student teachers and
Eastern faculty who could “use the
new information to use in their
curriculum.”
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Union Hair Salon
Has extended their hours to help serve Students, Faculty, and Staff
Tuesday - Friday 10:00am-2:00pm
(by Appt. only)  6:00pm10:00pm
Every Saturday 10:00am-4:00pm
Wallk-- II nss   Well come  Durr ii ng  Day  Tiime  Hourrss !!
STOP BY FOR A FREE HEALTHY 
HAIR CONSULTATION!!
Tuesday -Saturday
For Appointments Call
581-7148
MONDAY
@$ 1 5 0 Coors  L ight  Bot t l e s
Monday Night Football
Chicago vs. St. Louis
POOL LEAGUE BEGINS TONIGHT
GET YOUR 3-MAN TEAM AND
BE HERE AT 7 PM
Happy-20th Courtney!- t  t !
Courtney Jenkins, Today
is your birthday-Smile!
Love, Ifraj
$1
$3
$4
Well Drinks
UV Vodka
Doubles
Coors Light
Pitchers
$3 Chicken Sandwich
w/ Fries or Fried Chips
Visa/Mast.            ATM
Help
Your
Profits
GROW
Advertise - 581-2816
Relax... 
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Working to combat juvenile crime, a new
city program holds its second day of peer
court today, with area youth volunteers
sentencing first-time peer offenders. The
program has stimulated less crime and
more community service in other cities
including Mattoon and Danville. 
The program is designed after Mattoon
and Danville’s programs and officials have
seen lower repeat offense numbers as well
as a rise in community service.
“It offers to the juvenile wrongdoer a
non-system solution to the problem,” said
Brian Bower, city attorney and a coordina-
tor of the program. 
Bower said while the goal of the program
is for peer court to act as an educational
deterrent to continual criminal behavior, it
also has side benefits such as students
learning how the legal system operates and
becoming more responsible citizens.
The court is made up of 10 volunteers
who work as a jury, prosecutor and defense
attorneys, clerks, bailiffs and a judge.
Those eligible for the program are high
school students who have committed their
first offense and have admitted their guilt. 
Most cases are offenses such as criminal
damage to property, alcohol related offens-
es, small shoplifting or battery at a minor
level.
“It’s really a civics lesson (for volun-
teers),” Woods said. “There’s also some
humility involved (for the defendant) put-
ting your fate in their (peers’) hands.”
With the help of coordinators Bower,
Juvenile Officer Jerry Woods and Circuit
Court Judge Mitch Shick, the volunteers
conduct a sentencing hearing for the
defendant. The jury then determines sen-
tencing for the defendant in which they
can choose from fines, letters of apology,
essays or community service which all
have low and high perimeters capping the
sentences. 
The goal of the program is to reduce
crime among youth, especially against sec-
ond offenses. In addition, Bower said it
gives volunteers a chance to see if they
may want to pursue a similar career in the
future.
“It gives you a taste of (legal careers),”
Woods said.
So far peer court has been a success, hav-
ing held one trial already. Coordinators say
it will likely continue, every third Monday
of the month.
“We think this is something that would be
a good learning experience and a good sec-
ond chance,” Woods said. “It’s of serious
nature.”
Bower concurred saying, “If it continues
as is, it should be a success.”
So far one difference in peer court,
Bower said, is the peer jury is more harsh
on punishment than a non-peer court trial.
“That’s how serious they take it,” he said.
“They did a very good and conscientious
job.”
By Shanna Waters
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Buying Boxa pizza Monday will satisfy
customers’ hunger and help less fortunate
Haitians thousands of miles away. 
From 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., 50 percent of all
Boxa’s dine-in and carry-out orders will
be donated to the Haiti Connection.
Delivery is not included in the offer, but
Traci Boksa, co-owner of Boxa, encour-
aged people to enjoy their food while they
help a good cause. 
“It’s usually a pretty hopping place on
that night,” Boksa said. 
The money will go to building systems
for drinking water and hospitals for
undernourished children,” said Susan
Battista, president of the Haiti
Connection.
“Haiti is the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere. The average person
makes less than $1.00 (U.S.) a day. With
80-percent unemployment or underem-
ployment, their needs are great,” a press
release said.
This is the third year Boxa and Haiti
Connection have joined forces for the
fund-raiser. 
Last year the project collected $800 to
buy a water mill and a corn mill. 
“Traci Boksa is involved in the Newman
Center and it’s their yearly charity proj-
ect,” said Battista.
Boksa said her restaurant has been
working toward giving more money to
charity and continually chooses to give to
the Haiti Connection because it is a rep-
utable and hardworking organization. 
“It’s a really good organization, some-
thing we feel strongly about, “ Boksa said.
“We knew the money is going where it is
obviously needed.” 
The Haiti Connection enjoys working
with Boxa because they give such a high
percentage of each sale, Battista said.
“We are grateful to Mike and Traci for
their willingness to make a difference in
this world of ours,” said Roy Lanham,
adviser to the Haiti Connection.
The Haiti Connection will have a table
set up at Boxa to answer questions about
the project and what is going on in Haiti.
Battista said students should participate
because “helping out the needy gives a
sense of pride.”
Haiti Connection will be raffling off
authentic Haitian art every hour, and win-
ners do not need to be present to win the
prizes.
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Practice makes perfect
Joshua Breakstone practices with the rest of his ensemble Sunday afternoon in the Tarble
Arts Center. The group performed a 7:30 p.m. concert in Tarble.
Hatians will benefit from Boxa donations
“We think this is something
that would be a good learning
experience and a good second
chance.”
— Jerry Woods
Teens face a jury of
peers in court program
Everyone always said that col-
lege would go fast. I just didn’t
believe it could go this fast.
Almost exactly three years and
three months ago, I waved good-
bye to my parents from the park-
ing lot of Pemberton Hall. It was
the first time I had ever left them
without knowing 100 percent
when I would see them next. I
remember now how scared and
alone I felt, how terrified I was at
the thought of being over three
hours from home, in a new place,
living with a bunch of people I had
never met.
It’s the same story many people
on this campus could tell. I
thought the next four years would
never pass.
And now, looking back, I can’t
seem to figure out where the time
has gone. 
In less than six months I will no
longer be an undergraduate. I will
have new expectations, new plans,
new adventures to embark upon.
And realizing this, I can’t help but
look back on what I’ve learned
over the past three years. And I’m
not talking about my classes. 
I learned early on that the best
way to make friends is simply to
talk to people. I never would have
guessed three years ago that some
of my best friends in the world
would be the girls I met on my
floor freshman year. I will never
forget sliding through the halls of
Pemberton in my socks, playing in
the rain and scaring ourselves
silly sitting on the landing of the
fourth floor, just sure Mary, the
local haunt, was going to appear
before us.
I learned that just because
friends change, you don’t have to
quit being friends with them. At
the same time, I learned you just
have to let go of some people.
I’ve learned that my best
friends love me for the person
I’ve become over the course of the
past three years, not necessarily
for the scared little girl they met
freshman year. 
It amazes me how much every
single person I know has changed
since the time I met them. People
always speak of childhood as the
time in life when we do the most
changing, growing. Physically
perhaps, but emotionally, mentally
and in maturity, I argue I have
grown by leaps and bounds over
the past three years. It hasn’t
always been easy, I’ve fought with
some of the people who mean the
most to me, but that’s what makes
our friendships what they are
today.
College has gone faster than I
ever imagined it could. Three
years ago it seemed like it might
never end. And now, as I stare
down my last semester, I realize
that I’m still scared by what is
before me, but I have grown
enough to face the challenge, and
conquer it. 
Remember to appreciate the
people around you, whether you
too are getting ready to gradu-
ate, or you’ve just begun your
college career. The friendships
you make here can last a life-
time, if you let them change and
grow as you do. 
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Shauna Gustafson
Editor in chief
and 
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Gustafson also is
a senior 
journalism major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Appreciate your time here
O P I N I O N
Loophole
already
caught
E D I T O R I A L
As a relatively new faculty
member, I have a modest
request for The Daily Eastern
News. Please do not simply
repeat the administration’s
inaccurate claim that it has
offered a 0 percent raise in
the current negotiations. It is
simply not true, and I believe
Eastern students know the
difference between fact and
spin. 
In truth, the administration
has asked faculty to take a 2
percent pay cut, since that is
about the rate of inflation
over the last year. If this rate
were to be locked into a three-
year contract (assuming infla-
tion remains constant), this
would mean at least a 6 per-
cent cut in pay for faculty. 
The DEN is the main source
of information for the student
community at Eastern, and it
is crucial that the facts are
accurately reported, even if
these facts are not the official
line. Students need to under-
stand that the administration
is saying, in effect, that we
faculty are doing such a poor
job that we should accept a
large cut in our salaries.
Students also need to under-
stand that the administration
is saying the money generated
by the recent tuition increase
is best spent outside of the
classroom. 
I simply do not believe that
students agree with the admin-
istration’s view. My hope is that
over the upcoming holidays,
students will be able to talk to
their parents in an informed
manner. In order to do that, the
DEN must report that the
administration is asking faculty
to accept a cut in pay. Tell the
truth and don’t be afraid! 
Ray Watkins
assistant professor of English
I would like to take the
time to write a letter in
appreciation to some out-
standing Eastern students.
On Halloween night, the
Minority Teacher Education
Association hosted a party
for the Charleston Teen
REACH participants at the
African American Cultural
Center. They provided pizza,
candy, chips, soda, games,
prizes, movies and ice
cream cake. The kids and
staff cannot stop talking
about how nice it was that
an exceptional organization
such as MTEA took the time
out of its busy schedule to
throw a party for kids who
otherwise would not have
had much of a Halloween.
On behalf of the parents,
Charleston Teen REACH
staff and participants, I
would like to personally
thank all the members of
MTEA, especially Marilyn
Jackson for being such a
wonderful host and person,
and the faculty adviser to
MTEA, Claudia Lane.
Melissa Sons
Assistant program director,
Charleson Teen REACH
Administration’s claim inaccurate
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“The friendships you
make here can last a
lifetime, if you let them
change and grow as
you do.”
Halloween party
much appreciated
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
A loophole in Apportionment Board bylaws may
once again allow the Athletic Department to
obtain funds that don’t belong to it.
Just over a month after the AB ruled its funds
will only be allocated to the five boards under its
jurisdiction, the Athletic Department is taking
advantage of that loophole to obtain money for
possible NCAA football playoff games.
Except the athletic department didn’t ask for
those funds. The University Board asked for
$15,000 on the Athletic
Department’s behalf. The
money will be used to pur-
chase 1,000 student tickets
for the possible playoff
games.
Through the loophole, other
departments need only appeal
to one of the five boards to
ask for the funds on the
departments’ behalf. 
Athletics made this same
appeal last year, only asked
for money for two playoff
games. The AB granted this
request last year, but only for
one of those games.
While the reasons behind
asking for the money can be argued, of all the
departments on campus, athletics has the money
to buy those playoff tickets itself.
Not only is it not definite at this time if Eastern
will host a game, but that game would be the
Saturday after Thanksgiving, when students will
still be on break. How many of them will come
back a day early for a football game? Perhaps not
enough to take advantage of those 1,000 free tick-
ets.
The AB made this bylaw change, acknowledg-
ing the loophole. The passing of the bylaw essen-
tially meant nothing, as non-funded boards are
still obtaining money that isn’t theirs.
However, before the athletic department actual-
ly can receive the money, the Student Senate must
approve the allocation at its next meeting.
This whole situation is wrong and should never
have occurred.
The athletic department should not have taken
advantage of other boards’ money. The UB should
not have asked for $15,000 on the athletic depart-
ment’s behalf, the AB should not have approved
the request and the Student Senate should not
approve the request. 
Don’t rubber stamp the allocation, put some
thought into what you are approving. Don’t let a
department that isn’t funded by the AB use its
money.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
University
Board’s reqest
of funds on
behalf of the
Athletic
Department
Our stance
The Athletic
Department
should not
have appealed
for that money,
and the UB
should not
have asked for
it. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
Bookstore
25% Off
Cotton Exchange
Runs Nov. 17 - Nov. 23
POTEETE PROPERTY RENTALS 
930 LINCOLN AVENUE
5-7 Person Houses Available with
Great Locations
Most Houses Have Washers & Dryers
Great Maintenance
Good Landlords
Frequent Renovations
Many different sizes and styles
See us on the web at
www.poteeterentals.com
345-5088
NOW SHOWING
for 2003-2004 School Year
University Theatre
Open Auditions
7:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 21
at the
Village Theatre - 960 18th Street
audition for roles in
A Doll’s House
by Henrik Ibsen
To audition:  prepare 2 one-minute monologues (one serious,
one comic) and sign-up for a time slot in the Theatre
Department main office, 300 Lawson Hall or call 581-3121 for
more information.
Auditions are open to everyone.  Community actors, faculty
and staff and encouraged to audition.  You do not have to be a
theatre major or a student participate.
DOUGHNUTS ARE ON SALE IN
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
EVERY THURSDAY AT 7:00 AM 
$6.50 per dozen (tax included)
$3.50 per 1/2 dozen (tax included)
$.60 single donut (tax included)
Orders can be placed before 3:00 PM on Monday for
pick-up on Thursday.
Call 581-3616 to place your order.
Happy 29th
Birthday
Pete!
It’s your
special day!
Love, Mom & Dad
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e ! A
d
v
e
r
t
i
s
e Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
Resolutions not showing results
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Several Student Government res-
olutions introduced through
Student Senate this semester have
not yet produced any results.
Senate resolutions are usually a
recommendation of change and are
directed toward the department
that can implement that change.
But, October resolutions to clarify
pay procedures and one to add a
Cash-to-Chip machine to the Gregg
Triad computer lab have received
no department response, said
Speaker of the Senate Bill Davidson.
The resolution for pay proce-
dures recommend wage and hourly
rates be added to student employee
pay stubs to “allow for smoother
reconciliation of any discrepancies
between employer and employee
records.”
No university employee stubs
currently include the information.
Davidson said adding the wage and
hourly rates would likely be feasi-
ble since pay stubs are processed
through a computer program.
“I haven’t seen their computer
system ... I’m pretty sure they do it
all by computer so I don’t think it
would be that big of an adjustment,”
he said.
Davidson said Student
Government sent the recommenda-
tion to the Human Resources
department, but no response has
been received.
The resolution suggesting to add
a Cash-to-Chip machine was sent to
the Telecommunications office, but
also has not yet received a
response, Davidson said.
“If they’re making us use the
Panther Card to print, they should
have a Cash-to-Chip machine,”
Davidson previously told The Daily
Eastern News. “Maybe (if there is)
one that’s not being used adequate-
ly, they could move it over to the
Gregg Triad.”
The resolution said all nearby
machines are unavailable after mid-
night, and the Gregg Triad is open
24 hours.
Davidson said students are
forced to use the machine in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union after midnight, and the walk
from the Triad computer lab could
be unsafe at night.
Installing a new machine to the
Gregg Triad is not currently possi-
ble because of funding, said Clay
Hopkins, director of the
Telecommunications office.
“It’s going to be a funding issue,”
he said. “We would certainly consid-
er it if we could find the funding.”
Hopkins said the 14 machines in
Booth Library, the union and most
of the residence halls cost around
$5,000 each.
A resolution recommending
Student Government executives
only serve on specified committees
failed in September, but the resolu-
tion will soon be introduced as a bill,
said Student Senate member
Dwight Nelson, co-author of the res-
olution.
“The legislation will be a firm
recommendation that (executives)
exhaust all other avenues before
you appoint yourself,” Nelson said.
“In the past, the policy has been to
appoint themselves in the first
three weeks and be done with it.”
Student Government committee
positions are filled at the beginning
of the semester, and executives do
not search long for students outside
of Student Government to fill posi-
tions while executives can already
serve as ex-officio members,
Nelson said.
“I feel cheated. Unfortunately,
my fellow senators do not feel that
way,” he said. “(Executives) are
making it more like a club.”
Davidson said the resolution
already introduced in senate would
have taken away from what execu-
tives can offer committees.
“I would not be for it if the same
resolution or somewhat the same
resolution came across the table,”
Davidson said. “These executives
are some the best advocates of stu-
dents.”
Nelson said he will probably
introduce the resolution as a bill fol-
lowing senate elections Nov. 19 and
20.
“I’m hoping after the elections
we’ll get some more senators who
are more open to the idea,” Nelson
said.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Come on, give ‘em a try
Nicole Lynd, of Chicago, tries a turkey testicle at the 11th-Annual
Turkey Testicle Festival at Friends and Co. on Van Buren Avenue in
Charleston Saturday evening.
“I feel cheated.
Unfortunately my 
fellow senators do not
feel that way.”
— Dwight Nelson
Emily Monts, a freshman ele-
mentary education major and
Andy Monts, a sophomore physical
education major, said they were
giving up on the idea of getting
back into their rooms soon and
were debating on whether to take
the 45-minute drive home.
“They told us 45 minutes, but we
really didn’t believe it,” Emily
Monts said.
“Are they going to ask you to go
to class tomorrow if you couldn’t
get back into your room until ...
who knows what time?” asked
Andy Monts.
Most students, however, waited
the power outage out, hoping to get
back in their rooms and back to
business as usual.
“I want to be studying for my
test,” Julie Ross, a sophomore ele-
mentary education major, said as
she played cards with friends.
“This is my valuable time right
now.”
Krystle Williams, a freshman
business major, just stared at the
movies she rented for the night as
she talked with friends.
“I feel like I’m homeless,”  said
her companion, DeAnglea Jenkins,
a freshman pre-med major.
Jared Beldsoe, a freshman pre-
engineering major and Trip Krenz,
a freshman biology major, were
hoping to take quick showers and
work on homework, but found
themselves passing the time in
Taylor Hall lobby before students
were herded into Taylor Dining.
“We pass the time by making
fun of each other,” Bledsoe said,
who hopes the evacuation will give
him a good excuse to get out of
class tomorrow.
Michaela Livingston, a sopho-
more consumer affairs major, said
she smelled smoke at the bottom of
the hallway as she was evacuating
and knew she should prepare to
get few hours of sleep.
“I’ll be up pretty late tonight
doing homework,” she said.
“Before this I didn’t have power in
my room.”
While most students com-
plained about the inconvenience
of being kept out of their rooms,
others were upset that they were
kept in the dark for the first part
of the night. 
“The scariest part is that they
don’t tell you what’s going on,” said
Nicky Nolan, a junior journalism
major. “They just tell you that your
going to be out.”
At about 10 p.m., a half an hour
before power was restored in
Andrews and Taylor halls, Miller
allowed students to return to their
rooms with no electricity and only
dim lights to guide them.
“You got a little bit of light and
you got a fire alarm,” she said. “We
want you to be safe so just take a
little bit of patience.
“I know that if it were me, I
would want to just go to bed even if
I had no electrify,” Miller said. 
Fire officials said the building
was safe for students. University
officials needed Ameren CIPS to
fix the generator problem before
university electricians could
repair any school equipment.
“It’s a big problem,” said Gary
Reed, superintendent of utilities.
“It’s a big challenge to get the cam-
pus back up.”
“Not that I recall to this degree,
and I’ve been out here 20 years,”
Black said.
Brian Lambert, a freshman
business major, was in his
Thomas Hall room when the
power went out on most of his
floor and the fire alarms went off.
As he left his room, he said he
smelled something burning, and
saw smoke in the Thomas Hall
lobby. 
Thomas Hall resident Ben
Hobbs, a freshman psychology
major, said as he was walking out-
side, he noticed smoke filling the
stairway leading to the basement,
and weird smells coming out of
the laundry chute.  
“It smelled like laundry (exple-
tive),” Hobbs said.
Billy Toy, a visiting Southern
Illinois University student, said
he saw smoke in Thomas Dining
Center and Thomas lobby.
“It was pretty cloudy,” Toy
said, noting the fire caused him to
miss his first “Simpsons” episode
in 10 years.
The Andrews Hall lobby took
on a slumber party atmosphere
as dozens of students from
Lawson and Thomas, many clad
in little more than pajamas and
flip-flops, sought refuge from the
cold.
“I don’t think it’s that big of an
inconvenience,” said Lawson Hall
resident Jenny Mueth, a fresh-
man undecided major. “It’s fun to
bond with some of the girls.”
Students were caught off guard
when the lights went out in
Lincoln, Stevenson and Douglas
halls. 
However, only Douglas Hall
was evacuated, said front desk
assistant Nicole Sill, a senior
physical education major.
In Stevenson and Lincoln halls,
“Everyone was still in the halls,
talking on their cell phones,” Sill
said.
McCuskey said information
regarding Abebe’s removal from
the provost position at Ferris State
University in Michigan was clearly
relevant to issues in the lawsuit.
Abebe held the same position at
FSU, he said, and was confronted by
similar complaints about his per-
formance as an administrator.
However, McCuskey concluded
some of the evidence was not rele-
vant, and denied the motion in part.
Another pretrial hearing was set
for Thursday at the U.S. District
Court in Urbana for the other coun-
terclaims and motions.
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Judy presented the request for
athletics because of a new AB
bylaw passed this semester, allow-
ing only the five student fee-funded
boards AB funds to request addi-
tional monies.
All non fee-funded boards must
appeal to any of the funded boards,
such as UB, to present to their
request to AB.
Amending the bylaws will bypass
Student Senate tabling the bill
before it is approved the following
week. Davidson said the bylaws
were amended for the NCAA tick-
ets last year.
“Cases where we need to amend
the bylaws are few and far
between,” he said. “I will consult
with senators and executives alike.”
Changing the bylaws was not con-
troversial last year, and likely will
not be this year, said AB chair Amy
Leonard, student vice president for
financial affairs.
“I think it’s really important we
amend the bylaws,” she said.
“Before we’ve done it and it wasn’t
a big deal.”
Leonard said amending the
bylaws would make the bill similar
to a resolution, which can be
approved by Student Senate the
same meeting it is introduced.
She said the new AB bylaw
affecting non-funded boards did not
slow down the process of UB
requesting funds, even though ath-
letics had to go through UB to pres-
ent their request.
Abebe:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Senate:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Darkness:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Power:
Slumber party feel
overtakes crowded
dining halls, lobbies
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
D A N  L E E / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Rock on
Lead singer Cassidy and acoustic guitarist Kristen Henderson from the
rock group Antigone Rising jam Saturday night at the 7th Street
Underground.
“Are they going to ask
you to go to class
tomorrow if you could-
n’t get back into your
room until ... who
knows what time?”
— Andy Monts
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is the PLACE!
Double Cheesburger w\ fries $125
Tonight $150 U call it
Bottles and Drinks
If it’s Monday...
...
DJ Playing what you like!
OIL, LUBE & 
$12.95
expires 12/31
Eastern ID
KEN. or
MOBILE OIL
Lube (where applicable)
new filter & up to 5 quarts
major brand oil. Most cars.
Special diesel oil & filter extra
No other discounts apply.
Free 21 pt. safety check.
FILTER
417 Madison Ave. 
345-2130
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)
7:15 
SWEET HOME   ALABAMA (PG13)
7:00
HARRY POTTER   AND THE CHAMBER 
OF SECRETS (PG)
3:30 4:30 6:05 7:00 8:00 9:30 10:20
HALF PAST DEAD (PG13)
4:45 7:30 10:00
8MILE (R) 
3:45, 6:30, 9:10
SANTA CLAUS 2  (G) 
4:00, 6:45, 9:20 
THE RING  (PG13) 
4:15, 7:15, 9:50 
JACKASS: THE MOVIE  (R) 
5:15, 8:15, 10:15
ADVERTISE!
Chicago Bears vs St. Louis Rams
Senate looking for more search input
By Avian Carrasquillo
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  R E P O R T E R
The Faculty Senate will meet
Tuesday to continue further discussion
on a computer privacy policy and
administrative search procedures. 
According to Anne Zahlan, Faculty
Senate chair, the computer privacy pol-
icy deals with faculty members’ con-
cerns about what’s on their computer
and who has access to it.
“In the case of an adviser who is in
constant contact with students through
e-mail, the concern was that if others
had access to those e-mails it would
destroy confidentiality,” Zahlan said. 
In new business, Ronnie Deedrick,
student vice president of academic
affairs, will present a Student Senate
proposal on grade appeal procedures. 
The Faculty Senate also will look at
the allocation and distribution of
resources among university areas and
units, will evaluate the Textbook
Rental Service and plan for a faculty
forum for the end of the semester,
Zahlan said.
Senate members will explore confi-
dentiality concerns and questions asso-
ciated with the evaluation of chairs. 
The possibility of faculty represen-
tation on the Board of Trustees is
another item to be addressed at the
meeting. Since there is student repre-
sentation on the BOT, questions have
been raised if there could be faculty
representation, Zahlan said. 
She said she will make it clear the
BOT is not responsible for the lack of
faculty representation. The BOT is
appointed by the governor and legisla-
ture, and it is up to them to determine
the makeup of the BOT. 
“Having faculty on the BOT of pub-
lic universities is an issue we are tak-
ing up, but it will take further discus-
sion,” Zahlan said.
Fourth suspect
arrested in
weekend murder
of California boy
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A fourth suspect was
arrested in the slaying of transgender youth who was
beaten and strangled at a party after suspects discov-
ered the cross-dressing teen was a boy, police said
Sunday.
Jason Cazares, 22, was arrested Saturday on suspi-
cion of murder over his alleged role in the killing of
Eddie “Gwen” Araujo, said Newark Police Lt. Tom
Milner. He was being held without bail.
“The trail seems to be hot and we’re continuing for-
ward,” Milner. He declined comment on Cazares’s sus-
pected role in the crime.
Last month, another suspect led authorities to a shal-
low grave 150 miles east of San Francisco in the Sierra
foothills two weeks after the Oct. 3 party.
The 17-year-old was found buried — wrists and
ankles bound — in the miniskirt he was last seen wear-
ing while going by the name “Lida.”
Witnesses told police Araujo was beaten, dragged
half-conscious into a garage and strangled with a rope,
according to court documents.
It was not immediately clear if Cazares had been
assigned a lawyer. He was to be arraigned Monday.
Three others also have been arrested and charged.
Jaron Nabors, 19, pleaded innocent, while Jose Antonio
Merel and Michael William Magidson, both 22, have not
yet entered pleas. A hearing date has been set for Dec. 13.
More than 90 arrested in Georgia protest
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) — More than
90 people, including at least six nuns,
were arrested for marching onto Fort
Benning grounds Sunday during an
annual protest of a U.S. military pro-
gram that trains Latin American sol-
diers.
“I feel anger at the deliberate teaching
of violence,” Caryl Hartjes, a nun from
Fondulac, Wis., said as she entered the
compound, where she arrested.
About 6,500 protesters gathered for
the 13th annual demonstration by the
School of the Americas Watch, which
continues to protest the Nov. 19, 1989,
killings of six Jesuit priests in El
Salvador. Protesters said they demon-
strate because people responsible for
the killings were trained at the School of
the Americas, a Fort Benning-based pro-
gram that was replaced last year by a
new institute. Protesters say the change
was only cosmetic.
The demonstrators Sunday passed
through the base’s gates, including one
where they cut the padlock and slipped
through fence posts to get onto the prop-
erty.
Inside, a line of military police guided
protesters up a hill where they were
arrested. Illegally entering base proper-
ty is a federal offense that can carry up
to six months in prison.
“I don’t want to give up my freedom
and I would enjoy peace and justice
more, but as a person of faith, I can’t
stand back and watch the atrocities,”
Dorothy Pagosa, a 48-year-old nun, said
as she was arrested.
“The atrocities that have happened
have brought shame on this country,”
she said.
About 7,000 protesters took part in the
protest last year. Twenty-eight later
pleaded guilty or were found guilty of
trespassing — including three nuns over
the age of 67 — and most of them served
their sentences in federal prison.
Files show FBI feared chess prodigy was connected to Soviets
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Bobby
Fischer, the eccentric chess prodi-
gy who dueled Soviet grand mas-
ters and won a world title in 1972,
was investigated by FBI agents
who suspected his mother was a
communist spy, according to the
bureau’s records.
FBI files obtained by The
Philadelphia Inquirer under the
Freedom of Information Act show
that the government watched the
Fischer family for three decades,
and at one point feared that Soviet
agents had tried to recruit Fischer
himself.
The bureau ultimately concluded
that his mother, Regina Fischer,
was not a spy, but only after years
of researching her history, reading
her mail, studying her canceled
checks and questioning her neigh-
bors.
“They made it hard for her to
keep a job,” said her son-in-law,
Russell Targ, a physicist in Palo
Alto, Calif.
The FBI was especially interest-
ed in Bobby Fischer’s 1958 trip to
play chess in Russia.
An agent posed as a student jour-
nalist to interview producers of the
TV show “I’ve Got a Secret,” which
featured Fischer before he left and
paid his plane fare.
Informants at the tournament
said Fischer behaved badly and at
one point called his mother to com-
plain “It’s no good here.”
“(I)t’s possible that the Soviets
may have made an approach to
Robert Fischer to which the youth
took exception,” FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover’s office wrote to the
FBI’s New York field office in 1958.
The theory was later discounted.
Fischer became a Cold War hero
when he beat a Russian, Boris
Spassky, for the world title in 1972.
Then, he stunned the chess world
by refusing to play. As his personal
behavior became increasingly
bizarre, he forfeited his title in 1975
and virtually disappeared, living in
secret outside the United States.
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER: PART-TIME & FULL-TIME
POSITIONS. SEEKING CANDI-
DATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POS-
SESS EXCELLENT COMMUNI-
CATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. COLES
BUSINESS PARK 5955 PARK
DRIVE, CHARLESTON FOR
DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SEC-
OND SEMESTER PROOF-
R E A D E R S / T Y P E S E T T E R S .
MUST POSSESS COMMAND
OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND
ABILITY TO DISCERN MIS-
TAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY. EXPERIENCE
WITH MACINTOSH AND
PAGEMAKER A PLUS.
SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE.
APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955 PARK DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIREC-
TIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
_________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class
Schedule??? WESTAFF has
immediate long term fundrais-
ing/inside sales positions
available. We offer: Flexible
Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe
m/f/h/v
_________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS.  1509 S.
2nd; 3 bdrm furnished apts., low
utilities-Leasing for Spring and
Fall, 2003 semesters Call
346.3583
_________________________11/18  
One BR apt, one year old, excellent
condition. A/C, washer/dryer, dish-
washer. 117 W. Polk. Jeff 345.0781
_________________________11/18
Spacious 1 BR, partially furnished
apt.  1 block east of Old Main.
$300/Month avail. Jan-May. 217-
512-9673
_________________________11/18
NOW LEASING FOR 2003-2004
SCHOOL YEAR. 5 bdrm house.
Close to campus. Nice yard and
good parking. Call 345-7355
_________________________11/22
LEASING FOR FALL 2003: 2-6 BR
houses, great rates & locations!
Call 346.3583
_________________________11/19
1 BDRM small, cozy, cheap, off
campus, pets possible.
$225/Month. 345-3411
_________________________11/20
Fall 2003: 4 & 6 bdrm house 1
1/2-2 blocks from campus, 10
month lease. 348-0394
_________________________11/21
New Duplex apartment 2-3
blocks from campus. 3 bdrm, 1
1/2 baths, W/D, deck, yard, 10
month lease. 348-0394
_________________________11/21
Now leasing for 2003-2004: Very
nice 2 & 3 bdrm apartments,
close to campus, DSL internet
included in some units. $235-
$260 per student/per month. 235-
0405
_________________________11/21
APARTMENTS 2003. 2&3 bed-
room. Near campus.
www.eiuapts.com  345-2416
_________________________11/22
HOUSES 2003 Across from cam-
pus. 4 & 5 people needed.
www.eiuapts.com 345-2416
_________________________11/22
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
FALL 2003: 4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES  2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS,1026 EDGAR DR. 348-
5032
_________________________11/22
EXTREMELY NICE 2 Bdrm, 1 or 2
bath apartments available for
summer and fall. W/D and trash
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-9267
_________________________11/22
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.
JUST CAME AVAIL. 2088 1/2 6TH
ST. CARPETED, A/C, SHOWER,
VERY QUIET APT. DEPOSIT AND
LEASE REQUIRED. WILL CON-
SIDER PETS! CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462 ASK
FOR LARRY.
_________________________11/22  
AWESOME:  4-5 bdrm house, fall
2003. 11/2 baths, w/d No. 1
Orchard Dr.(behind McDonald’s)
$1200/month. 217-898-1514.
_________________________12/3
2 bdrm house with basement, AC,
enclosed porch, carpeted, avail-
able 12/15 for $550/month, no
pets. 345-3232 days.
_________________________12/5
Now renting for Fall of 2003. 4-6
bedroom apts, close to EIU. Call
3345-2467
_________________________12/5
DON’T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near
campus! Good management &
security. 345.2516. Available Fall
2003.
_________________________12/6
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bed-
room for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, respon-
sive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
_________________________12/13
GET OUT OF THE DORMS!!! Get
ready for Springtime parties.
January-rooms available for Short
term lease. Share house VERY
close to campus. 345.3273
_________________________12/16
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPER-
TIES: AVAILABLE FALL 2003,
3,4,5,6 BDRM APART., HOUSES,
AND TOWNHOUSES. MANY
INCLUDE FREE DSL INTERNET,
FREE LAUNDRY, AND OTHER
EXTRAS. E-MAIL US AT east-
ern_il_prop@yahoo.com OR
CALL 345-6210 FOR PROPER-
TIES AND PHOTOS. ASK FOR
BECKY AT EXT. 2
_________________________12/20
For Spring 2003: 2 BR Unf Apt w/
stove, refrig, AC, microwave.
Laundry in complex. Trash pd.
1305 18th St & 2001 S 12th St.
$395/single. $460/2 adults.
348.7746
_________________________00
For Fall 2003-2 BR Unf Apt w/
stove, refrig, AC, microwave,
laundry in complex. Trash pd.
1305 S 18th St & 2001 S 12th St.
$395/single, $460/2 adults.
348.7746
_________________________00
Spring Semester 2003. One month
free. New 3 BR unf apt. w/ stove,
refrig, dishwasher, microwave, cathe-
dral ceiling, indiv sink/vanity in each
bedroom, water/trash pd. One block
from Old Main. 348.7746
_________________________00
HOUSES & APARTMENTS: ALL
SIZES, ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
GREAT PRICES CALL 345-6967
_________________________00
LEASING FOR FALL 2003-2004:
1,2,& 3 BR apts, clean, good loc,
trash & parking incl. No pets.
Williams Rentals, 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice back-
yard & patio. Located in a quiet
neighborhood. Available now!
$550/mo. 345.5088
_________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to cam-
pus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
1 BR furnished apt with garage.
Great location 1525 3rd. No par-
ties or pets. 345-5048
_________________________00
3 BR furnished apt. 1521 1st St.
CA, garbage disposal, dishwash-
er, free parking. No pets or par-
ties. 345-5048
_________________________00
1 and 2 BR furnished apts.
Low rent, low utilities. 10 mo.
lease. No parties or pets. 345-
5048
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dish-
washer, microwave, cent air, laun-
dry, very nice. No pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 348-
1067
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
RENT AS LOW AS $280/PER-
SON. FURNISHED. SUPER
LOW UTILITIES. DSL/ETHER-
NET 03/04 SCHOOL YEAR.
345-5022
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2,
& 3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING. SPRING SEMES-
TER 2003 LEASES AVAIL-
ABLE. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
_________________________00
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F O R  R E N T
C A M P U S  C L I P S
NATURAL TIES: meeting tonight at 5pm in thee Paris Room in the
Union. Change a life, maybe even yours!
CHI ALPHA CAMPUS MINISTRIES: Bible study tonight at 7pm at 7th
ST. Underground Come join us to learn about the word! Study is led by
Pastor Claude Magee. Special location this Mon. only. Matthew 13-
Lesson.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CAMPUS CHAPTER: general meeting
tonight at 8pm in the Martinsville Room of the Union. Everyone is wel-
come to attend!
STUDENTS OF HAND: Meeting tonight at 6pm in 2120 Coleman. Join
us to discuss upcoming events!
CHRISTIAN BIBLE STUDY: Today from 1-1:50pm in the Food Court.
Everyone is invited, were going through the book of Mark.
PRIDE: Weekly meeting at 8pm in the Oakland Room, third floor,
Union. Lots of things to talk about. Please join our ever growing group!
Visit www.eiu.edu/~eiupride.
SURVIVORS OF SUICIDE: support group meeting11/19 at 6pm in the
Casey room, third floor, in the Union. Anyone experiencing a loss due
to suicide is welcome to attend. For information contact Don Murphy
348-8252.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1___ salts
6___-
Japanese
War
11Car co.
bought by
Chrysler
14Poem with 17
syllables
15Full-length,
as a movie
16The facts of
life?
17“Beat it!”
18World travel-
er from
Venice
20Nightly
“NewsHour”
airer
22Skating
venue
23New York
governor
before
George
Pataki
28Cries to bull-
fighters
29Inits. on a
toothpaste
box
30“___, Joy of
Man’s
Desiring”
31Dashboard
abbr.
33Priest’s robe
34Hands and
feet
36Like one of
the two jaws
40Post office
workers
42Polish
remover
44Half of an
audiotape
45Croc’s cousin
47Symbol of
industrious-
ness
48“___ Skylark”
(ode)
50Dryer buildup
51Snarling dog
52G.I. address-
es
55Home of the
AAA Mud
Hens
58Shiploads
60Bobby of the
N.H.L.
61By its very
nature
64Home with a
dome
68Simon and
Garfunkel,
once
69Japanese
port
70Director who
won his first 
56-Down in
1934
71___ Juan
(capital of 
32-Down)
72Goose eggs
73Beginning
DOWN
1Sounds of
doubt
2___-Man
(arcade game)
3What to call
an officer
4Relative of a
giraffe
5Gibberish
6Piña colada
ingredient
7Article in La
Repubblica
8Theatrical
drop
9Assistance
10Siouan tribe
11Buzzing with
excitement
12Winnie-the-
Pooh’s cre-
ator
13Does chef’s
work
19Exactly on
time
21Public row
23Sirs’ partners
24Stevenson
who lost twice
for president
25More than fer-
vent
26Bringing into
play
27Not at home
32See 71-
Across
35French com-
poser Erik
37Hunt illegally
38The blahs
39Backward-
looking
41“Hurry!”
43Time-share
unit, often
46100%
49“Relax, and
that’s an
order!”
52They have
pH’s of less
than 7
53___ New
Guinea
54Director
Welles
56Screen award
57Bach instru-
ment
59“The Wizard
___”
62Bout stopper,
for short
63Western
treaty grp.
65CD predeces-
sors
66Source of
iron
67Stable staple
Puzzle by Greg Staples
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67
68 69 70
71 72 73
Edited by Will Shortz No. 1007
EPSOMRUSSOAMC
HAIKUUNCUTBIO
SCRAMMARCOPOLO
PBSICERINK
MARIOCUOMOOLES
ADAJESURPM
ALBUNITSUPPER
MAILMENACETONE
SIDEBGATORANT
TOALINTCUR
APOSTOLEDOOHIO
CARGOESORR
IPSOFACTOIGLOO
DUOOSAKACAPRA
SANZEROSONSET
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS  
When Location Matters
Lease for fall 2003
Spring 2003 Available 1,2,3 Bed Room Apartment
Call Lindsey for more info. @ 348-1479
1509 S. 2nd St.
Roya l  He ight s
A p a r t m e n t s
K I M  @  3 4 6 - 3 5 8 3
3 Bedroom Furnished Apt.
Lease Fall 2003 & Spring 2003
Available 
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
___________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-
6000
___________________________00 
Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 2-
1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O’Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
___________________________00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 345-
3148 or 512-9227.
___________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL ‘03.
W/D, low utilities, roomy with
great backyard. Very nice house,
close to EIU. Never been used as
rental before. 345-9595
___________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug ‘03-’04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC.  2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2  BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leas-
es.  Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included.  Perfect for seri-
ous students or couples.  348-
8249
___________________________00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
___________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring 2003 and
Fall 2003. Excellent locations.
345-7530
___________________________00
Available Now! Nice large 1 bed-
room apartment. New carpet.
345-6967
___________________________00
House with 3 or more bedrooms.
W/D, dishwasher, 6 month lease.
Close to campus. 345-6967.
___________________________00
Available in January: large 1 bed-
room apartment. 1/2 block from
campus. $345. 345-6967
_________________________00
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE
1074 10TH STREET. 11/2 BLKS
FROM CAMPUS. AVAIL. DEC. 22
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 2-4
PERSONS NEEDED. COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED PLUS
DISHWASHER, W/D CALL 345-
7136                                            
_________________________00
Tired of roomates? Single apt. on
the square $325 inc. utilities. 345-
2171 9-11am days.
_________________________00
FOR SALE! 88 BMW 325e, Auto,
CD, 130K, Good condition. $2500
obo. 581-3694.
_________________________11/15
Roommate needed. 3 blocks from
campus. 4th St. $245/mo water,
trash & DSL included. 618-214-
3249 SUBLEASING FOR SPRING
2003 Unique 1 BR apt. Excellent
condition. Secure location.
Available Jan. Upperclassmen &
non-students. Please contact
345.7322. Please leave a mes-
sage.
_________________________11/19
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! 2
MONTHS RENT FREE!! Large 1
BR Apt with room for 2 occu-
pants. Park Place on 7th st.
Available second semester &
summer. Call 345.2011
_________________________11/22
1 sublessor needed to share 3
bedroom apartment for spring
semester. $300/month. Trash,
water, parking included, 1 block
from campus. Call Jessica at 348-
9301.
_________________________11/22
HURRY! ADORABLE 1 BDRM
APARTMENT 2 CLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. LOW UTILITIES.
PARKING AND TRASH INCLUD-
ED. 345-8279
_________________________11/22
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Large
1 bdrm apt. January- June.
Close to Campus,
$335/month. Call Traci at 815-
953-0913
_________________________12/1
Congratulations tot the men of
SIGMA PI for winning the
Sigma Kappa SANDBLAST.
_________________________11/18
68% of EIU students have not
used tobacco within the last
month (n=471 representatibe
students, Spring 2002)
_________________________11/22
The majority of EIU students,
staff, and faculty wear their seat
belt.
_________________________11/19
Just Spence’s 1148 6th St.
open Tuesday-Saturday 1:30-
5pm a prilcelsss shop? Well,
we’re a tagless shop - you be
the judge? All new lower
prices. Fame, Friendly,
People! 345-1469
_________________________11/20
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 33 hour
fundraising event.  Our pro-
grams make fundraising easy
with not risks.  Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
get with the program?  It
works. Contact 
CampusFundraiser at (8888888)
9233-33238, or visit www.cam-
pusfundraiser.com 
_________________________11/21
Students-quit smoking now!
Contact Jessica at 581-7786 for
information!
_________________________11/22
***SPRING BREAK BLOWOUT***
LOWEST PRICES & FREE TRIPS
FREE MEALS AND PARTIES,
BOOK BY NOV. 6TH, limited
inventory left, Most RELI-
ABLE**15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FEATURED ON TRAVEL CHAN-
NEL, & MTV.  SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM  1-800-426-7710
_________________________11/23
BEFORE YOU SPRING BREAK,
E-BREAK! The online authority for
Spring Break 2003! Visit
www.ebreaknow.com for all of
your Spring Break needs!
_________________________12/16
ACAPULCO-BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The
only company exclusive to
Acapulco! That’s why we’re the
BEST. “Go Loco Inn Acapulco”
with the #1 Spring Break
Company in Acapulco for 16
years! Call 800.875.4525 Today.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Be a
Rep, travel FREE-ask how!
_________________________12/16
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept 2626) www.spring-
breakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
* * *ACT NOW! ! !  Guaran tee
the  bes t  SPR ING BREAK
PRICES !  Sou th  Padre ,
Cancun ,  Jama ica ,
Bahamas ,  Acapu lco ,
F lo r ida  &  Mard i  G ras .
TRAVEL FREE,  Reps need-
ed ,  Ea r n  $$$$ .  G roup
D iscoun ts  fo r  6+ .
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept  2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free
Parties & Meals!
1.800.234.7007 endlesssum-
mertours.com
_________________________12/16
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C R O S S  C O U N T R Y
Panthers snubbed at NCAA regional
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The expression “close, but no
cigar” can fairly accurately sum
up Eastern’s results at the NCAA
Regional at Illinois State
University.
The women’s squad came in with
a 17th-place finish and the men
barely made the top 10 finishing at
10th. 
It was senior Kyle O’Brien and
junior Jeff Jonaitis who slightly
missed their personal goals.
O’Brien needed to finish in the top
four among individuals not on
teams earning automatic bids to
qualify for the nationals.
According to Eastern head coach
John McInerney, O’Brien was
among the top five for the first 7
kilometers of the 10-kilometer race
(2 kilometers longer than a regular
8-kilometer race).
“Kyle was disappointed with
that,” McInerney said. “That’s a
credit to him.”
O’Brien finished the race in
30:32.97.
Jonaitis failed to meet his goal of
earning all regional honors by fin-
ishing in the top 25. His 30:49.94
time placed him at just three posi-
tions off at 28th.
“You had to have your very very
best day,” McInerney said.
Finishing third through sixth for
the Panthers were freshman Dan
Starackeljahn, junior Jackson
Johnson, freshman Jake Stout and
senior Dan Mackey.
“All four guys were pretty
bunched together,” McInerney
said. “They really did a good job.”
The women’s squad faired well
despite its inexperience. With all
seven runners competing for the
Panthers being either freshmen or
sophomores. McInerney set realis-
tic goals.
Stephanie Bone paced the
Panthers, finishing 50th with a
time of 22:07.19 in the 6-kilome-
ter race. Bone’s finish is espe-
cially impressive after returning
from a stress fracture that kept
her out for the first half of the
season.
“It’s just conditioning,”
McInerney said. “She lost a lot of
time in conditioning, even though
she swam and biked religiously
while she was out.”
The Panthers were also without
freshman Deb Tygrett, who fin-
ished third of the Panthers in the
Ohio Valley Conference Cross
Country Championships.
“It wasn’t our best day, but it still
was one of our better showings at
the regional,” McInerney said.
Bloomquist:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
against the Owls in last year’s meeting. 
It would be silly to take the same risk with
Raymond and Taylor this year. Or would it?
Simply put, Spoo and Taylor were showing off.
This was the Panthers’ way of promenading them-
selves in front of the NCAA Tournament selection
committee. Eastern was showing it’s prowess and
showing it can pounce on teams the way it was tram-
pled in the first two games of the season.
Second-year program Florida Atlantic likely does-
n’t have the horses to be I-AA team right now, let
alone the I-A school it had planned to be in a few
years, so anything less than a lopsided win wouldn’t
be impressive.
But what if Taylor, Romo, Raymond or any other
first-stringer was injured, then whom would the
Panthers be able to impress in the postseason?
You don’t need multiple choices to figure out the
answer to that question.
Wings:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
saw a weakness in their o-line and we took advantage
of that.”
In the second half, scoring died down as both teams
ran into fumble problems. Both teams fumble three
times in the second half with Eastern losing two and
FAU losing one.
After last week’s second-half collapse against
Tennessee-Martin head coach Bob Spoo decided to
leave some of his starters in a little longer. 
“Because of last week I was a little concerned,”
Spoo said. “I didn’t want to get into substitutions too
early.”
Taylor remained in the game long enough to break
both records in the fourth quarter. 
He broke the yard record on his longest run of the
day with a 58-yarder down the right sideline and took
control of the touchdown record on the Panthers last
score of the day with 3:51 left in the game on a three-
yard run.
Panthers expect 
up-tempo game 
at Boise State
M E N ’ S  B A S K E T B A L L
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The road to “March Madness”
starts today for Eastern, which
opens the regular season in the
Preseason NIT.
The Panthers (15-16, 7-9 Ohio
Valley Conference in 2001-02)
will take on the Broncos of Boise
State at the BSU Pavilion at 8:15
(ESPN2, WHGG-FM 98.9).
The Broncos enter the game
with two preseason exhibition
wins against an Australian tour-
ing team (94-84) and Northwest
Nazarene (81-55).
The Broncos’ probable starting
lineup is inexperienced. With one
senior, guard C.J. Williams; three
juniors, guard Bryan Defares,
redshirt guard Joe Skiffer and
junior college transfer center
Kostas Avgerinos and sophomore
forward Jason Ellis, the Broncos’
lineup is younger than the
Panthers’ who have three seniors
in their projected starting lineup.
Avgerinos gives the Broncos a
decisive height advantage at 7-
foot, 1-inches. The Panthers’ cen-
ter, junior Jesse Mackinson, is
five inches shorter at 6-foot, 8-
inches and senior center Jan
Thompson is two inches shorter
at 6-foot, 11-inches.
Defares averaged 9.4 points
per game last year as a sopho-
more and led the team in scoring
against Northwest Nazarene with
23 points. Junior college transfer
Aaron Haynes led the team in
scoring with 22 points against the
Australian touring team.
With the exception of
Avgerinos and the 6-foot-7-inch
Ellis, the Broncos’ starters are
6’3” and under. Because of
Eastern’s small guards, Eastern
head coach Rick Samuels expects
Boise to run a fast-paced style of
play.
“He will try to play an up-
tempo style, but he doesn’t have
the personnel for it,” Samuels
says.
The Panthers appear to have all
their positions set. Mackinson
should line up at center bringing
with him 9.6 ppg and 5.2 rebounds
per game last year. Sophomore
Andy Gobczynski will move into
a starting role at the No. 4 posi-
tion moving from the No. 3 posi-
tion.
The Panthers have an all senior
backcourt with Craig Lewis, J.R.
Reynolds and the No.2 scorer in
the nation a year ago Henry
Domercant.
Lewis will try to put any con-
cerns about the point guard posi-
tion to rest.
“Our point guard is still a ques-
tion mark, but Craig Lewis has
the talent to get the job done,”
Samuels said.
The winner of the game will go
on to play the winner of the
Louisiana Tech vs. Florida game.
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
When head coach Howard
Schnellenberger took the seemingly
impossible task of building the Florida
Atlantic program from scratch, he guar-
anteed FAU would be at the I-A level in
five years. After a 47-6 loss in his 200th
game as a head coach to the third-
ranked Eastern Illinois Panthers,
Schnellenberger was questioning
whether the Owls can compete on the I-
AA level.
“We are certainly aren’t ready to go
on the road against a team like this,”
Schnellenberger said. “No aspect of this
game was quality at all.”
Schnellenberger has molded players
like Jim Kelly, Vinnie Testaverde and
Bernie Kosar to starters in the NFL and
led the University of Miami to its first
national championship in 1983, but at 67
years of age, he may be facing his tough-
est challenge ever.
After generating over $10 million for
the program, Florida Atlantic completed
a respectable 4-6 record in its inaugural
season with a mostly freshman roster,
but a 1-9 start with three losses of more
than 40 have lowered high expectations.
“I’m pretty much sick of losing,”
sophomore defensive end Ramon
Rickards said.
Florida Atlantic came ranked 118th in
total offense, 111th in scoring offense
and 123rd in rushing offense and actual-
ly dropped after having –1 yards of total
offense at halftime.
“We simply weren’t during anything
on offense,” Schnellenberger said.
When asked if Eastern came out with
purpose during a first half where they
scored 40 unanswered points,
Schnellenberger voiced his clear frus-
tration.
“I believe that they came out to kick
our ass,” Schnellenberger said. “It was
the varsity playing the junior varsity.”
The 41-point loss to the Panthers
ensured Schnellenberger will have his
worst season in his 18 years as a colle-
giate head coach.
The only explanation could be the
schedule the Owls have played in the
2002 season.  Eastern marked the fourth
I-AA ranked team along with three I-A
teams the Owls have competed against
in its second season.
“I really don’t know what’s happened
this season, but it was definitely embar-
rassing today,” Schnellenberger said.
“We have to stop the bleeding.”
FAU has one more rivalry game left
against Florida International to salvage
a dying season but Schnellenberger isn’t
seeing any light at the end of the tunnel.
“I can’t find any positives yet, but I
sure try,” Schnellenberger said.
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D a i l y  S p e c i a l s
3 4 5 - S U B S
Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
New Items
Veggie & Marble Rye Bread
BBQ Beef - 6 inch $3.49 / Ft $5.99
Variety of Soups $1.89
Crunch-a-bowl Salads
FREE
Mondays
Hot Wings &
$1.OO Pints
of Mattoon
Football
Monday Night
Dinner Special700 Broadway Ave East Mattoon
$12.99 All you can eat
BBQ Spare Ribs
Monday
Night
Football
$3.50 Domestic Pitchers
Free Prizes and Raf i   flesl
During the Gamei   
Don’t Get Stuck in
the Dog House!
Advertise Your Business Today!
581-2816
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
V O L L E Y B A L L
Panthers’ 
season ends
on sour note 
By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The Panthers volleyball season came to a close
Friday in SEMO on a sour note.
Eastern was shut out 3-0 by the Otahkians in a
match where the Panther offense was held nearly
ineffective.
The Panthers held a .106 attack average to SEMO’s
.396.
SEMO had three players in double-digit kills with
Sarah Frost and Emily Johnson leading the way (12
kills). Jessica Houpt had 11.
Erica Gerth ended her sophomore season with a
team-high eight kills, but had six errors. Classmate
Lindsay Perkins blasted six kills and 23 assists.
The Panthers were out-blocked 7-4 while each team
committed two blocking errors.
Eastern couldn’t capitalize on SEMO’s 10 service
errors and made six of its own. 
The Panthers were out-dug 50-41. Freshman Sarah
Niedospial led her team with 12 digs while Gerth
chipped in with 10.
Eastern finishes its season at 9-21 overall and 4-12 in
the Ohio Valley Conference. 
The Panthers failed to make the league tournament
for the first time since joining the OVC in 1995.
Eastern won the conference tournament last season
earning a berth to the NCAA tourney where it lost to
Arizona in the first round. 
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Senior quarterback Tony Romo points out a block as he runs upfield during
Saturday’s game.
Coach questions Owls’ ability to play at I-AA
This day in Panther sports...
 1994: The volleyball team loses 3-2  to Youngstown
State in the first round of the Mid-Continent
Conference Tournament.
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH
Y o u n g s t o w n
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Applications
out now.
Interviews will
be held Dec. 2
& 4 from 6-9
pm. Sign up for
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time when you
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application. 
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Call Chelsea
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Magic:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
her right fist.
“She had the greatest the game of her career,”
Ballard said.
Eastern tried to come up with a last ditch offensive
attack with 15 seconds left, junior Beth Liesen had one
Purdue player to beat, but was pulled down and the
referee let time expire.
“Realistically, we were lucky to win this one,”
Purdue head coach Robert Klatte said. “They played
their game plan close to perfection.”
The two 10-minute overtime periods were some-
what uneventful with Purdue getting the only two
shots on goal but the Panthers were on the defensive
the entire evening.
“Late in the game (Purdue), went to five midfielders
and it made it hard to pass the ball,” Ballard said.
Purdue won the do-or-die penalty kick session with-
out forcing keeper Jocelyn Cavalier to make a save.
The Boilermakers’ first kicker Jessica Baumhoff
easily beat Dechert and Audra Frericks missed her
penalty kick over the bar.
Boilermakers junior defensemen Krystal Pepper
made her shot in the exact same spot as Baumhoff and
Panthers’ leading scorer Beth Liesen scored in the
upper right corner of the net.
Purdue freshman Shannon Bradbury made her
penalty shot, but senior Cara LeMaster hit the right
post and bounced straight back.  It was her last shot as
a Panther soccer player.
Purdue Courtney Coppedge tried to shoot straight
on but Dechert swallowed that attempt.  Panther mid-
fielder Rebecca Traen hit the same post and bounced
off the cross bar. That miss clinched the Boilermakers
first ever NCAA Tournament win.
“We have nothing to be ashamed of,” LeMaster said.
Purdue fell to spell of the Golden Dome by losing 3-
1 to the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame.
The Irish will get the Stanford-California winner in
the round of 16.
L I Z  N I C O L / P U R D U E  E X P O N E N T  P H O T O
Eastern senior midfielder Cara LeMaster (right) battles with  Purdue’s Lauren Sesselmann to get control of the ball during Friday’s
first-round game of the NCAA Tournament in South Bend, Ind. The Panthers lost 3-1 in penalty kicks.
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Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Spoo
should’ve
sat starters
Pop quiz Panther sports fans
— head football coach Bob
Spoo left senior tail back J.R.
Taylor and the rest of the first-
string offense in for almost the
entire game Saturday because:
A) He wanted Taylor to break
school rushing records, B) He
didn’t think his team’s big lead
would hold with the second
squad in, or C) He didn’t
believe anyone would get hurt
against Florida Atlantic.
Answer: None of the above.
Spoo doesn’t play games to
break records. He plays games
to win them. He has said if
records happen to break in the
process of winning — that’s
cake.
Spoo’s ho-humness toward
breaking the all-time win
record for a coach at Eastern
against Eastern Kentucky did-
n’t break character. He seemed
as if he couldn’t care less about
earning win No. 100 last week-
end against Tennessee Martin.
And Spoo downplayed senior
quarterback and Walter Payton
Award Candidate Tony Romo’s
efforts to break the single-sea-
son touchdown record. His
three touchdowns Saturday
moved him to 31 this season
with one game remaining. Sean
Payton set the previous mark
of 28 in 1986.
So surely Spoo wouldn’t care
if Taylor got the 50 yards need-
ed to become Eastern’s No. 4
rusher.
Don’t call him surely. 
He wouldn’t give two hoots
about Taylor scoring four
touchdowns in the Panthers’
47-6 drudging of Florida
Atlantic Saturday. The four
scores edged Taylor ahead of
Poke Cobb’s 50 career touch-
downs, a school record that
stood for one score and three
years (23 years).
Spoo wouldn’t have pulled
the second-team defense
Saturday and no one could
blame him. All confidence in
the scrubs flew away with the
Skyhawks’ 30-point fourth
quarter last week.
But the second-string
offense faired much better.
The purpose of the not-ready-
for-game-time players is to
simply kill clock. Senior quar-
terback Kyle Kissack, who has
seen almost as much game
time as Rudy Ruettiger, minus
the movie deal, not only suc-
cessfully ran plenty of time, he
scored a rushing touchdown in
the process.
Kissack did enter the game
in the fourth quarter, but most
of the rest of his second-team
cohorts remained idle.
In the spirit of senior day,
why not let Kissack engineer a
drive downfield for his first
(and likely his last) career
touchdown pass? 
The belief Florida Atlantic
Owls couldn’t inflict any bodily
harm on the Panthers isn’t
wise and one Spoo would
quickly shun.
Florida native and junior
tailback Andre Raymond broke
his leg in ProPlayer Stadium 
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Panther sports calendar
M O N D A Y M Basketball at Boise State 8:15 p.m.
T H U R S D A Y M & W Swimming at Saint Louis  5:30 p.m.
F R I D A Y W Basketball vs. S. Houston St. 3 p.m. Central Florida
S A T U R D A Y Football at Murray State 1:30 p.m.
W Basketball at Central Florida 3 p.m.
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Eastern senior Obino Cooley delivers one of his two sacks to Florida
Atlantic quarterback Jared Allen Saturday. Allen was sacked six times in
the Panthers’ 47-6 win over the Owls.
F O O T B A L L
Eastern clips Owls’ wings
By Matt Williams
S T A F F  W R I T E R
It was a record-breaking day for
two seniors on Senior Recognition
Day as the Panthers  dominated
both sides of the ball in a 47-6 vic-
tory over Florida Atlantic on
Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
Quarterback Tony Romo threw
three touch-
down passes to
give him 31,
breaking the
previous mark
of 28 held by
Sean Payton in
1984.
Romo’s per-
formance was
put out of the spotlight by tailback
J.R Taylor’s enormous day on the
ground. Taylor ran all over the
Owls for 308 yards breaking the
single game record of 283 by Kevin
Staple in 1983. 
“To get 200 yards is a special
day,” Taylor said. “To even think
about 300 yards, for most would be
insane.”
Taylor also punched the ball into
the end zone four times to reach 50
on his career surpassing the old
mark of 49 by Poke Cobb.
Taylor credited his offensive line
for the large number of the yards
he racked up. Senior guard Kevin
Hill, a part of that line who opened
up the holes for Taylor, was pleased
with their dominant performance.
“You have fun when you’re doing
your job and you’re doing it right,”
Hill said. “We just tried to finish our
blocks at the line and it paid off for
us.”
Eastern wasted no time taking it
to the depleted and inexperienced
FAU team. Taylor put the Panthers
(8-2) on the scoreboard on the third
play of the game with a 50-yard
scamper for his first of four touch-
downs and the Panthers first six of
41 points in the first half.
Taylor scored his second touch-
down of the game with just under
two minutes left in the first quar-
ter to take a 14-0 lead.
Eastern would score on its next
four possessions in the second
quarter on its way to 346 first half
yards. Romo’s record-breaking
pass came at 14:19 in the second
quarter on a six-yard pass to senior
receiver Will Bumphus.
The Panthers increased the lead
to 27-0 on Romo’s second touch-
down pass of the day to freshman
tight end Adam Parsill.
Taylor tied the career touch-
down record on a one-yard run
with 2:19 left in the half. The
Panthers were able to score one
more time before halftime with
Romo connecting with senior full-
back Andre Jones from one yard
out for a 41-0 lead.
On the defensive side the
Panthers pressured FAU’s quarter-
backs and manhandled their offen-
sive line off the block. The Owls
were unable to come up with a first
down the entire first half and did
not get on to the plus side of
yardage until the third quarter.
“It was good play calling by
coach Roc (Bellantoni),” said sen-
ior cornerback Obinno Coley who
had two sacks on the day. “We just
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Panther magic subdued
L I Z  N I C O L / P U R D U E  E X P O N E N T  P H O T O
Eastern freshman defender Lee Ann Langsfield works to steal the ball from Purdue’s Courtney
Coppedge during Friday’s loss to the Boilermakers in penalty kicks. The loss ended the Panthers’
run in the NCAA Tournament.
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — The Eastern women’s
soccer team was 30 minutes away from pulling off
the biggest upset in school history.
The No. 14 Purdue Boilermakers survived to
defeat Eastern 3-1 in penalty
kicks but had to hold their
breath for the entire 120 min-
utes of action.
The Cinderella story from
Charleston scored its first ever
goal in NCAA Tournament play
by a Audra Frericks header
with 31:50 left in the second
half. The sophomore forward
got a crossing pass from senior
midfielder Cara LeMaster and
safely deposited the ball in the
back of the net.
“We got that first goal and at
that point, it was a matter of
just holding on,” Eastern head
coach Steve Ballard said.
As nightfall came and Touchdown Jesus began
to glow, the Boilermaker offense came to life.
In the second half, Purdue out-shot the Panthers
19-2 and Eastern’s bend-but-don’t-break defense
could withstand that type of scoring intensity.
With 28:53 left in the contest, Purdue was able to
get one of its many loose balls around the net to go
across the goal line.
Junior forward Jennie Moppart was able to put
a loose ball over the goal line to even the score.
With the Boilermakers having the regional advan-
tage, the Ft. Wayne native was able to be a key con-
tributor in Purdue’s first ever NCAA Tournament
experience.
Panther goalie Lindsey Dechert made a career-
high 13 saves and made a diving save to the left
post and batted the ball while reaching back with
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Eastern
Panthers
1
Purdue
Boilermakers
3 
Penalty kicks
 Eastern loses first-round heart-
breaker to Purdue in penalty kicks 
Florida Atlantic
Owls
6
Eastern
Panthers
47 
